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ABSTRACT
Five problems concerning_faculty evaluation_are__
identified, along with sever proposed_solutions._The_problems are as
follows: (1)_summative and ,:4rmative evaluation objectives are mixed;
{2) most instructional evaluation_is designed with institutional
convenience_in mind; (3) evaluation results are given impersonally;
(4) most evaluation instruments used are homemade products that have
not been empirically evaluated; and 1_5) evaluation results look
precise, objective, and meaningful. These factors contribute
negatively to faculty attitudes_about evaluation_and_explain why
evaluation results tend not to_be translated into_teaching
improvementsAl Solutions may include: separating formative and
summative_evaluation but_linking the results; allowing-the individual
faculty_member to be in control of formative activities;
de-emphasizing the evaluative and judgmental aspects of formative
activities; promoting the idea that acquiring1 data on teaching
behaviors and practices is needed to assure the integrity of the
classroom; seeing formative_evaluation in ways other thin
standardized machine-scorable forms; encouraging dialogue about
formative evaluation; and rewarding faculty for instructional
excellence. (SW)
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tion and pose a muchless hmIthy

State provide plentrof

mstnicuotial practices is to 13-ehefit
subsequtht etfrAluationsi not stutrehts.
Mayi* the c:hatige is sinall, btit the

query:_"How do I get these ratings
up?" Now the move to-change

opportunities to interaa With faculty
abbut 6aluations of their teadiing
effeaiveness. These_exchanges lend_
suppon lb two tondusions: Firs4 faculty have bad attitudes about instructiorwil evaluation in general and
student evaluation in_p-articular. Quite
bluntly, tkey do not like the activity
and would not solicit die evaluations
if they were not required bj the insti-

point isimponant. The motivation to
teacheffeaively should not derive

princillyfmm a desire to win the
ratings palm
Where do these couriterproziuctive
responses come from? Is instruction
eValuated at Penn State by some perverse system? No, Peith State eValti=

tution Thedatamake them defensive even in cases where the results
are not all that bad
Second faculty have trouble transbting evaluation results hito action.
The rekilts give them re.' indicaticin
of What Mg:malarial alterations

atesiastruaion mudi like_many other
uvaitutioas, maybe abit_moresystematically than some Faculty members
at various junctures in their academic
careers are expected to provide evideice of their teaching effectiveness

not answer_the questionraneeds
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From my obiervations, these
responses tend to be quite common
among facukyat all types_ of institu-

tions and there seem to be fift factors that cause them. In addition, I
believe there-are seven solutions
which, if implemented, wotild change
faculty anitu&s &out participation in
evaluation_activities and_would
increase the likelihoodthat evaluation
results would be translated into
teaching improvements.
PROBLEM 1: Summative grid formative eValuation_objectives are mixed.
Summative eValuation defines teachingelFeaivenesswith
iudgmental_items and_compares the
instructional competence of one fac-

ulty member with that of others.
These are the data institutions need
to Make personnel detisiors. Formative etaluations &Scribe teaching in
behaVioral terms and provide
nostic input into the_ effectiveness_ and
impact _of a set of instructional prac-

tices. These are the data instructors
need to be able to improve Roth
evaluation types are legitimate and
necessary.
The prablem is that you cannot get
both birds with the same stone You
cannot evaluate instruce.on summatively,give faculty members that data,
and expect them to improve.
Research has dacumented that this
does not work' and logic tells us why.
For example, suppose an item eValii=
ates_the instructor'S attitude towards
teaching the course and the mean is
low. Those datatell the instructor
there is a_problem: They stop far
short of identifying offensive attitudes
_

Facuity have bad attitudes _about instructional evaluation . the

data make them defensive,
even if the results are not
all bad.

f comparison data do
not help faculty identify
areas in need of alteration,
and if no opportunities to
discuss the results are
provided, faculty may be
motivated to become
defensive, not better
teachers.

data danat help them identify specific zeas in need of alteration; and if
no opportunities to discuss the
results arc provided, faculty may be
motivated ta become defensive, not
better teachers.
PROBLEM 4: Most evaluation instru-

or making the instructor aware al
behadors *id practices that convey
those attitudes. lt is not surprisjng
that faculty;_given data film these, are
in a quandaryas to wt they should

da The tratilating tasks confrondng
them are legitimately challenging
PROBLEM 2: Most instruttiotail eVal=

uation is designed with institutional
convenience in mind. I'm natarguing against administrathe efficiency.
However; this factor does contribute
to negative faculty arcitudes if it is the
only way evaluation information is
accuired To be sure, institutions
Should collect data for use in personnel ikciSions via standard ptoce7
dures. But adminisuative efficiency
tends_ to be cold and impersonal The
net result is a faculty member who
feels that evaluation is something
done to him/her.
PROBLEM 3. Evaluation rdatTitS (if

faculty get theni back) are returned
vksomerqually impersonal,_albeit
efficient method. Generally, results
come back to faculty Via the mail-"in a plain, brown wrapper marked
confidential," one-told us- with only a
sniall twinkle in his eye. They came
with varying amounts of Statitical
c)terrietics to decipher and v_arying
degrees of helpful instnictions._Sometimes well meaning department
heads ay to add impact to the results.

Ohe we know lists all sixty &thy
membeit by the Lig four digits of
their Sacial security numbers and
then rank orders them fiom_top to
bottomby their merall rating of
effectiveness. Ta betas'. on such a list
is_devastating_Being tenth from the
bottom is hardly encouragirs. Mid to
what end? The comparicon may
indeed motivate faculty, but I die

ments used are homemade products
which have not been subjected to
empirical evaluation Seldin asked
616 institutions, "Has your institution
conducted research on the validity of
these forms?" 11.2 percent responded
yes.2 Evaluation instruments do not
automatically_produce gabd data.
Sometimes the results cambe misleading and unfair to the faculty
member involved. Obviously, personnel decisions based on such data are
implicated. Of equal concem are the
Impacts on the fatUky member-Whb
may haVe felt (tightly or _wro
)
that all was going well intheclass._

These data are a blow from behind
Thefaculty_member's confidence io
shaken. And if ihe data are summative
then, by their very nature, they provide little in the way of clues to the
problems or solutions. The point: if
al institution is going to evaluate faculty, the data must be valid and
reliable.
PROBLEM 5: Evaluadon results ltxik
so precNe, so objective, so meaningful. The calculation of means and
standard deviations, placement in
percentile groups, and construction
of fever charts can_occur quite independently of _the empiricalhealth of
the insuument that 1325 been used
Moreover;_numeric representations
mask the dynamic and variable milieu
that is-the college classroom. To be
sure, the use of instnictional evalua-

tion has been and continues to be
researched and some of the findings
are definitive and can_ inform the_
practices: But thescience is imprecise; our instruments crude. Unfortu-

nately; the computer printout in the
faculty mailbox doesn't say that Quite
the contrary, it tellS a faculty memtier
his/Ifer Metall effectiveness on a 7
point scale is 4.13 Which obviously

nutting faculty in charge

make; that faculty member better
than -hiSlher Colleague With a 4.10 rating ThAt is *hat the facultY Men:Ater

A.- of their improvement
efforts does not imply that
they should set out on the
quest for good teaching
unaided ... resources and
services must be available.

CötheS tb _b-elie%ie and that explains

the need to argue so bitterly about
the results:
These_ factors_contribute negatively
tO facility attitudes about the eValua-_

tion enterprise and explain why evaluation results tend_ notio be
translated into teaching improve_

ments: But there is good newsin
the form of these seven, practical
solutions.
SOLUTION I: Separate formative and
summative evaluation activitiesbut
link the_ results. The _two activities

shouldnin onseparate tracks with
points of convergence at the beginning and end. Summative evaluation
congruas_the comprehensive picture
of instructional competency._Formafive eValuation doses in on the pietuie dissectsthe component parts,
analYies theirrelationsfdp to one_
another, identifies what parts should
be changed, and provides initial feedback on the success of those changes.
Summative_evaluation occurs again to
create another aiitiposite picture, this
tidie tO 40* the differences. The
COnnection betWeen the two cannot
be overemphasized. Formative evaluationsmust target appropriate areas
of change. Summative assvssment
must reflect the impact of those
changes.
SOLUTION 2: Put all foimative activ-

ities Under theaegis andcontrol of
the individual faculty member The
rationale Ls really quite simple: Faculty have whit might be called ultimate instructional prerogative
anyway. On any given day in class, in
the aKe of atiy given alteration, they

abh-e dedde Whether or not to Make
the Change ThiS iStio mon: than simplesecognition of thelact that institutions and individuals cannot force a
faculty_ member to improve Granted;
if the sumnxitive evaluation indicates
the rwed for better teaching and the

faculty member chooses not to
improve, there should be consequences resulting frOm that &vision.
ThefacUlty control adVocatedhere
extends beyond thislevel ofresponsibility to more concrete arenas as
welL Putting formative activities
under the aegis gnd contrd ef the
faculty means they get to choose the
method of eValuation: open-ended
questionnaires; informalinterwiews

with studentsubmission ola videotapedteachingsample for analysis;
classroom observation by a_colleague,
a program of reading, ot whatever. It
also means that if several areas are
targeted for improvement, the-faculty
member selects where to work firSt.

participate may prove the point. The
eauative aspects of summative
assessment are not easily avoided; but
why repeat the emphasis in the formative realm? An instructor does not
need to knowhow he/she compares
with anyone else in order to improve.
Formative activities can Justifiably be
presented as ways of getting feedback
and acquiring input. Formative evaluation lets faculty membersfind out
what they'd like to know about their
teaching :f that's the agenda and_ the
activities are under the control of the
faculty member, participation is a
much more appealing proposition.
SOLUTION 4: Cultivate the notion
that acquiring these kind of data are
no hig deal. This is not tosay that the
activity is unimportant; rather it is to
imply that acquiring thiS sort of
descriptive diagnostic inputis what
any facultysnember worth his/her salt
does on a routine basis: Keeping
close tabs on teaching behaviors and
practices is essential if one hopes to
assure the integrity of what transpires
in the claSsroom.

All thiS is predicated upon_the_
assumption that the faculty member
will make good choices: In some
casm that czn be a tenuous proposition But the advantages outweigh the
risks. Faculty are in control. That
decreases defensiveness. More importantly, it increases motivation. The faculty memberacquires information
about_teaching via credible methods
That increases the credibility of the
results, which in turn increases the
chance that they will effect ingructional practices.
Otte final note: putting faculty in
Charge of their improvement efforts
doeS not imply that_
should set
out on Ate quest for good teaching
unaided If an institution is serious
about its commitment to instructional
excellence, resources and services
muia he available to support a faculty
member's efforts to attain that goal.

dardized machine-scorableforrns
When the purpose of evaluation is to
get a handle on what is happening in
an individual class, the need fot
empirically rigorous instruments is
much less compelling. Braskainp,
Brandenburg and Ory point out that
norms are "considerably less important"When improvement is the
agenda3
Faculty can be encouraged to consider other kinds of forms: course
material reviews, made-to-order
formswhere faculty ( or studeritS,
provided a faculty member is baSi-

SOLUTION 3: D-e_mpbasize the

rally cc mpetent and confident) COn=
struct _an instrument_froma_collection

_

evaluative and judgmental aspects o
formative_ aCtivitie& Summative

__

asseismentsestablish an instruaors
overall teaching effectivenms. This is
a threatening proposition. Faculty
egos being what they are, admissions
of fear are tmlikeh; but reluctance to

4

SOLUTION 5: Think about fortitative
evaluation in othcr ways than stan_

of items_or forrristhat provide foi
reciprocal feedback where thestudents tell a faculty member specifically %tat needs improvement and
the iimuctor returns_the_feedhack by
providing the dass with the same sort
of input:*

instructor dces not
eed to know how
he/she compares with
anyone e!se in order to
improve.

Notes

In_the formative arena; faculty _can

be encouraged to _thinkof activities
that do not involve instruments. For
example, faculty can review videotaped teaching samples, either their
own or those helOnging to Others.
They can visit each Other's claSSes=---

not With an evaluation agenda at all;
but simply_to see how_someone else
integrates computer activities; or skele-al notes, or mini-dist-Lk-scions, or

whatever. Students in class (an be
interviewed by a colleape, inStrile=
uotial development_type, or trained
student, and that irlormation is
PasSed ori_to the fartiltymembers.
Oneiteration of this approach uses
the Japanese management idea of
qtrality circles to provide regular
interaction between the faculty member and students regarding class matters of mutual intereSt6.-_The instructor
tan akk directly roe SaideritS
responses:_"I'm_going to review for
the eLim next Thursday Write _me a

note and let me know what topics
you'd like to have covered." Feedback
like this gives an instructor some_
sense as to the areas nf content &Out
which students may be unclear or
feel merit funher discussion. Thafs
valuable informationabouf_one's
teaching There are many approaches;
so most faculty members will be able
to find some approach of interest.
Thus, participation in formative activities occurs arid _the aculty Mettiher
receives input that constructively Can=
tributes to improvement efforts.
SOLUTION_ 6: Encourage dialogue
about formative evaluation_activities.
Discussing evaluative data does make

a difference in terms of subsequent
evaluations." That's a_dollarS and cents

reason tO do it, btu tho-e are larger
issues. Classrooms are_not ciStles
where_one reiwis behindthe clit;ed
door in primy Academic freedom is
not the issue. We are not talking
about the right of the professor to
make decision.s about content or
method However, dialogue ahout
iwching leopardizes neither. Indeed,
constructive analysis of challenging

instructional perplexities (like the
possibility of personalized teaching in
large classes) and sharing ideas and
answers infiises teaching _with a
Steady Source of energy that keeps its
practice fresh and vigorous. Evaluation activities provide a perfect
opportunity to begin the kind of dialogue about coltege teaching that
could truly make a difference.
SOLUTION 7: To the eAtent that
engaging in formative evaluation
activity represents on-going faculty
commitment _to instructionaLexcellence.;_ it ought to be recognized and
rewardect Good teaching does not
happen automatically. For most faculty, it is the result of concerted
efforts made th. 3ughout a teaching
career.:That Sort Of on-going commitMerit deserves recognition. It merits
reward._ When institutions provide
recognition and reward; they extend
to faculty poweiful reasons to make
that commitment.
_
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